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RIDER MANUAL
v2 (30/06/21) 

See * for updates on contents page

An té a bhíónn siúlach, bíonn scéalach.

~ We who travel have stories to tell ~
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Slowly but surely the start line is 
 approaching, with the passage of time 

seemingly pushing you  
forward at a greater rate. 

The transformation can be sensed.  
An electricity in the air,  

a quickening of the pulse.  
The change in the weather. 

The longer days. 
The narrowing of the path  

leading to one place…

The Pan Celtic Race 2021 is almost upon us.
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RACE TEAM CONTACT DETAILS

MATT RYAN
Founder & Chief

matt@pancelticrace.com

REBECCA RYAN 
Operations

rebecca@pancelticrace.com

PETE BORLACE 
Creative & IT

pete@pancelticrace.com

TOBY WILLIS  
Social Media

media@pancelticrace.com

Note: Important and Emergency contact telephone numbers will 
be printed on the Brevet Card for cyclists to use during the race.

RACE PARTNERS

© Copyright Pan Celtic Race Ltd. 19 St Davids Road, Llandudno, LL30 2UL, North Wales, UK

mailto:matt%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
mailto:rebecca%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
mailto:pete%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
mailto:media%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
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YOU HEARD THE CALLING  
AND YOU CAME

Welcome to the 2nd edition of the Pan Celtic Race. In this Rider Manual you 
should find all of the information you will need in order to successfully navigate 
yourself to the start and be ready for the path that awaits you.  

This manual will be subject to possible last-minute amendments due to any 
new developments or unforeseen circumstance arising. The most up-to-date 
version will always be available on the race website homepage. However, the 
expectation is that the main bulk of information contained in here will be 
correct come July 3rd and July 4th 2021. 

If, having read this manual, you have any questions - please check our website 
FAQ page or contact us via the contact page.
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SO, WHAT HAVE YOU LET YOURSELF IN FOR?

An adventure! This could be the adventure of your life thus far. The longest ride 
you’ve ever done? An exploration into who you are, your strengths, your values 
and beliefs. You will be taken outside your comfort zones and you will question 
what you are doing in the middle of nowhere, in Cornwall, south-west England 
and Wales, at 2.57am!  You’ll feel tired, hungry, have aches and pains but 
remember, you are here voluntarily.  

And that’s the beauty and bare honesty of it. You’ve chosen to come, to travel 
great distances to be here so that you get to sleep in bushes, or bus stops or 
hostels. To leave loved ones at home and journey through ancient and history-
soaked lands. To live off the land and become one with it. You did this because 
you heard it. The Calling. The ache for adventure. For something different. To 
leave the old you behind and become someone new. Reborn. Imprinted with 
memories, experiences, sights and sounds that will enrich and enhance you.  

Well, that’s the plan.  

Like your first love, you’ll look back at these moments with a rich but heavy 
heart. Richer for the experience, more knowledgeable of life but heavy and 
tinged with a sadness that the moment has passed. Living life on the road. 
Being free and easy and in control of your destiny for those long, stretched out 
days. Answerable to no one but yourself. These are the golden moments. The 
memories that will live with you far longer after the ride is over. The experiences 
your heart will yearn for.  

Roll on July!
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GETTING TO CORNWALL

We are hoping you’ve figured that out already! If not, then despair not. The UK 
has a pretty good transport infrastructure in place and getting to Maker Heights 
shouldn’t be too difficult BUT it will need planning and organising. We advise 
that you have this in place as soon as possible to avoid disappointment. Here 
are some useful travel links:

https://www.thetrainline.com https://www.hial.co.uk

https://uk.megabus.com  https://www.nationalexpress.com

https://www.avis.co.uk

You may be able to share the journey buddying or hiring a car for a one-way trip 
to Plymouth. Also, we suggest you get in contact with fellow cyclists to arrange 
group travel.

https://www.thetrainline.com
https://www.hial.co.uk
https://uk.megabus.com
https://www.nationalexpress.com
https://www.avis.co.uk
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MAKER HEIGHTS CAMPSITE ADDRESS
For Sign-on, camping on site and for the Race Start.

Maker Heights Campsite
Address: Maker Heights, Rame, Cornwall. PL10 1LA

T: +44 (0) 1752 823 888

E: info@ramect.org.uk

https://www.makerheights.org.uk/

ACCOMMODATION NEAR MAKER HEIGHTS

There are also plenty of Hotels and B&B’s, AirBnB’s along the coastline, in or 
near Kingsand and Cawsand, Cornwall. Also, Plymouth is just a few miles away 
and has plenty of accommodation options.

https://www.booking.com/

https://www.airbnb.co.uk/

mailto:info%40ramect.org.uk?subject=
https://www.makerheights.org.uk/
https://www.booking.com/
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/
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TRAVELLING TO MAKER HEIGHTS: 03/07/21 

For cyclists travelling to Maker Heights for Sign-on from Plymouth on Saturday 
3rd July, please use the public ferry options below. Please leave enough time to 
arrive at Maker Heights for your allocate Sign-on time.

Option 1) Take the ferry from Plymouth to Cremyll and then ride up to Maker 
Heights. For the ferry timetable and costs, please see the link below:

https://www.plymouthboattrips.co.uk/ferries/cremyll-ferry/#tab25

Option 2) Take the ferry at Torpoint and then ride around to Maker Heights. For 
the ferry timetable and costs, please see the link below:

https://www.tamarcrossings.org.uk/ferry-timetable/

1

2

MAKER HEIGHTS

https://www.plymouthboattrips.co.uk/ferries/cremyll-ferry/#tab25
https://www.tamarcrossings.org.uk/ferry-timetable/
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TRAVELLING TO MAKER HEIGHTS: 04/07/21 

For cyclists travelling to Maker Heights on Sunday 4th July, we’ve booked 
a private chartered ferry service from Admiral’s Hard, Stonehouse to Mt 
Edgecumbe for two trips:

08:00 and 8:30. 

Each ferry will transport up to 45 people with bike and bag. These are only 
available to race cyclists. Family and friends can use the standard public service 
from 08:45.

To book your free ferry place use the link below on our race website and select 
the ferry time you would like, first come first served. One less worry on race day! 

http://www.pancelticrace.com/enter-race-ferry/

If the spaces all get booked up, or you miss your ferry booking, fear not, there is 
still the public service running from 08:45, which costs £3, cash payment. You’ll 
still have time to get up to Maker Heights, just might be more sweaty!

Please note:
For all ferry trips, please arrive at least 15 minutes before departure time. 
See map below for location:

https://www.plymouthboattrips.co.uk/ferries/cremyll-ferry/

http://www.pancelticrace.com/enter-race-ferry/
https://www.plymouthboattrips.co.uk/ferries/cremyll-ferry/
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SIGN-ON, MAKER HEIGHTS: 03/07/21

The Pan Celtic Race 2021 Sign-on will take place between 
13:00 and 18:00 on Saturday 3rd July 2021 at Maker Heights 
campsite in Cornwall. 

Cyclists will need to sign on at location      . This process will be staggered, so we 
adhere to the campsite terms of use and current Covid-19 guidelines. 

Sign-on times are listed for all riders on the following pages.

All cyclists will need to sign on to receive their rider pack which includes their 
race number and SPOT tracker. You will also have to sign a cyclist agreement, 
provide next of kin emergency contact details and sign a medical declaration 
form. Cyclists will need to ensure they come to the Sign-on with proof of 
identity to receive the correct race entry.

Sign-on and Bike Mechanic

Pan Celtic Race team camping

Camping area for cyclists

Exit path from site for all cyclists

Junction of site entrance/exit

Race Start location

1
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SIGN-ON TIMES: 03/07/21

SIGN-ON WAVE 1
13:00 - 13:10
#002.  Lee Grieve
#049.  Elliot Morgan
#003.  Aaron Hall
#004.  Gavin Pailing
#005.  Ross Lovell
#006.  Alasdair Matheson

SIGN-ON WAVE 2
13:10 - 13:20
#007.  Joseph Graystone
#008.  Scott Barley
#009.  Paul Winder
#010.  Stephen Haines
#011.  Jonathan Riding
#012.  Dan Jones

SIGN-ON WAVE 3
13:20 - 13:30
#013.  Neil Lauder
#014.  Duncan Borthwick
#015.  Jack Ferguson
#016.  Wyn Jones
#017.  Neil Robinson
#018.  Matthew Cooper

SIGN-ON WAVE 4
13:30 - 13:40
#019.  Simon Sweeting
#020.  Tony Clare
#021.  Joe France
#022.  Robert Caine
#023.  Chris Pitblado

SIGN-ON WAVE 5
13:40 - 13:50
#026.  Simon Bloye
#027.  Jonathan Gould
#028.  John Hull
#029.  Tom Boggis

SIGN-ON WAVE 6
13:50 - 14:00
#030.  Karl Bullock
#031.   Chris Chamberlain
#033.   Jason Hayles
#034.   Dan Conaway
#035.   David Sherrington

SIGN-ON WAVE 7
14:00 - 14:10
#036.   Dominic Cordner
#037.   Peter Harlow
#038.   George Bennett
#039.   Matt Kuwertz
#040.   Neil Couchman

SIGN-ON WAVE 8
14:10 - 14:20
#041.   Andrew Hodgkinson
#042.   Mick Tomkinson
#043.   Paul Greer
#044.   Matt Evans
#047.  Edward Anderson
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SIGN-ON TIMES: 03/07/21

SIGN-ON WAVE 9
14:30 - 14:40
#048. Thomas Potter
#050.  Nick McLauchlan
#051.  Daniel Lane
#052. Robert Mercer
#053.  Christopher Davis
#054.  Stuart Blofeld

SIGN-ON WAVE 10
14:40 - 14:50
#055.  Ian Mitchell
#056. Oliver Rubinstein
#057.  Tony Trigg
#058.  Anthony Clark
#059.  Chris Jackson
#060.  John Baston

SIGN-ON WAVE 11
14:50 - 15:00
#061.  India Landy
#062.  Jonathan Stainsby
#063.  Kimberley Bartholomew
#064.  Ian Tosh
#066.  Barry Lloyd

SIGN-ON WAVE 12
15:00 - 15:10
#068.  Bryn Williams
#069.  Paul Buckley
#070.  Daniel Loftus
#071.  Matthew Ringrow
#072.  Neil Vose

SIGN-ON WAVE 13
15:10 - 15:20
#073.  William Smith
#074.  Abi Squires
#075.  Ian Coxon
#076.  Richard Parry
#077.  James Houston
#078.  Mike Sheldrake

SIGN-ON WAVE 14
15:20 - 15:30
#079.  David Dudley
#080.  Tomos Packer
#081.  Paddy Dunne
#082.  John Sherlock
#083.  Mark Jones
#084.  Matt Starling

SIGN-ON WAVE 15
15:30 - 15:40
#085.  Ian Trevis
#086.  Karen Brooks
#087.  Sarah Lewthwaite
#088.  Taylor Doyle
#089.  Jack Howker
#090.  Aleks Turner

SIGN-ON WAVE 16
15:40 - 15:50
#091.  James Hardy
#092.  Donna Mitchell
#093.  Mary-Jane Watson
#094.  Peter Browne
#095.  Andrew Watts
#097.  Martin Whelan

17:30 - 18:00

17:30 - 18:00
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SIGN-ON TIMES: 03/07/21

If you miss or can’t make your Sign-on wave, you can Sign on from 
17:30 - 18:00, but please try to make your allocated time.

SIGN-ON WAVE 17
16:00 - 16:10
#098.  Stuart Percival
#099.  Gaele Atkinson
#100.  Alex Boswell
#101.  Callum Appleby
#102.  Jason Jeffery
#103.  Jack Breen

SIGN-ON WAVE 18
16:10 - 16:20
#104.  Vera Ngosi-Sambrook
#105.  Nathan Patel
#106.  Sandy Reid
#107.  Mark Donnelly Orr
#108.  Daniel Campbell
#109.  Paul Wainright

SIGN-ON WAVE 19
16:20 - 16:30
#110.  Duncan Stewart-Ball
#111.  Sam Stewart-Ball
#112.  Shawn Duffy
#113.  Oliver Trewavas
#114.  Karol Mamos
#115.  John Knapp

SIGN-ON WAVE 20
16:30 - 16:40
#116.  Steven Williams
#117.  Michael Rollason
#118.  Angus Young
#119.  Stuart Featherstone
#120.  Jake McCreedy-Evans
#122.  Ian Jones

SIGN-ON WAVE 21
16:40 - 16:50
#123.  Michael Jacklin
#124.  Andy Gwyer
#125.  Gemma Dobson
#126.  Jonny Packham
#127.  Nick Barnard
#128.  Paul Jackman

SIGN-ON WAVE 22
16:50 - 17:00
#129.  Robert Chalmers
#130.  Victoria Mayes
#131.  Robert Packham
#132.  Thomas Guppy
#133.  Brendan Sweeney
#134.  Tom Hall

SIGN-ON WAVE 23
17:00 - 17:10
#135.  Sarah Burns
#136.  Jason Black
#137.  William Robinson
#139.  Fergus Murray
#141.  Jenny Graham

SIGN-ON WAVE 24
17:10 - 17:20
#142.  Jack Tyler
#143.  Charles Thibault
#144.  Matthew Brokenshire
#024.  Forbes Duncan
#025.  Alasdair Auchterlonie
#045.   Laurie Collingwood

#032. David Holden #140. Frank McMillan04/07/21 AT 09:00
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MAKER HEIGHTS CAMPING: 03/07/21
Cyclists that have booked camping spaces at Maker Heights 
on Saturday 3rd July can arrive from 13:00. 

Please check-in at the campsite reception and then you’ll be directed over to 
the vehicle-free camping area. A few cyclists have family members with them 
and are staying in camper vans, so they can set up near the entrance to the 
vehicle-free camping area, to be close to the group.

You will have access to site facilities including canteen, toilets and showers. 
There is also a communal fire pit within the camping area, which we will make 
use of during the Saturday evening whilst enjoying some local entertainment! 

For any cyclists that have booked Friday 2nd July as well, via the Maker Heights 
website, our team will be on site to keep you company!

BBQs are allowed and we’ll also be supporting Brydog & Kirbins Street Grill on 
site for some local tasty food. 
 
For Cornish Pod Pasties, please order asap via the contact form by Thursday 
evening 1st July. In comments add ‘Maker Heights Pan Celtic Race’ and your 
flavour (Traditional, Peppered Steak, Steak & Stilton, Cheese & Leek, Halloumi 
& Roasted Peppers). You’ll receive payment instructions via email. Orders will 
arrive on Saturday at 18:30. 

https://www.cornishpod.co.uk/contact
 
Whilst on site, please adhere to the current UK Government guidelines 
regarding Covid-19. The Maker Heights Campsite Guidelines can be viewed on 
the following page.

https://www.brydogandkirbins.co.uk/
https://www.cornishpod.co.uk/contact
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Maker Camp is operated by Maker Heights Ltd, the trading arm of Rame Conservation Trust, which is a registered 
charity.  Income generated by Maker Camp enables the Rame Conservation Trust to maintain the historic buildings 
and amazing landscape at Maker Heights and to keep the area open for public benefit.  
If you would like to join the Trust, it costs just £10 per person per year. We would love to have you as a member! 
To join go to: https://membermojo.co.uk/rct 

Welcome to Maker Camp 2021 

Campsite Guidelines 
 
Here are a few guidelines that will help to ensure everyone enjoys their break as well as helping to 
protect our environment. We are a family-friendly, rustic campsite. We do not have electric hook-
ups, but we do have a disposal unit for black wastewater.  
 

• Have you checked in at reception? 

• Please note that pedestrians have 
right of way at all times on site. 

• Please respect our wildlife corridor by 
only pitching on areas where the 
grass has been cut. 

• Where possible, use the communal 
fire pits. We have fire bowls for hire 
at £2 per use. If you use a BBQ, this 
must be off the ground and 
positioned at least 10 metres away 
from tents. 

• Please familiarise yourself with the 
fire points on site. Dispose of any 
embers or hot ashes in the fire pits.  

• Please supervise your children at all 
times. 

• Please keep dogs on leads at all times 
and scoop the poop! 

• Respect your neighbours. There 
should be a 5 metre distance between 
all pitches. Please keep noise to a 
comfortable level. 

• Mind the children. Drive slowly on 
site at all times. 

• Use the one-way system when 
driving. See map in the common room 
and outside the campsite reception 
vehicle. 

• Please recycle. Use our designated 
recycling bins. Help keep our 
environment tidy and rubbish free! 

• Please be mindful of limited water 
resources. Showers are charged for to 
limit water use. 

• No illegal substances on site and no 
sound systems. 

• No music after 10.30 pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We want you to enjoy your break with us. 

Please contact us if you think we can help in any way. 

COVID-19 
Follow COVID-19 safety protocols at all times:  

• keep a two-metre social distance  
• hand wash frequently with soap  
• use hand sanitiser stations on site  
• wear face masks when indoors 
 

Follow guidelines on the government website. https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus 
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RACE DAY, MAKER HEIGHTS: 04/07/21
All cyclists will need to arrive at Maker Heights on  
Sunday 4th July between 08:00 and 09:30 at the latest. 

(We don’t want you to be cycling to the site whilst we are waving riders off, so 
please arrive in plenty of time!)

If you have pre-ordered a breakfast bacon or veg/vegan butty (£5 confirmed) 
that will be available to pay for and pick up from the on-site Canteen between 
08:30 and 09:00.

Drinks option also available when you pick up your butty - Tea/Coffee £2.50 (in 
compostable cups).

Toilets are next to the Canteen and at the main Barracks block.
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RACE START, MAKER HEIGHTS: 04/07/21

The Pan Celtic Race 2021 will feature a staggered race start.

Cyclists will be organised into groups of 6 and each group will set off in waves 
of 2 minute intervals. The first wave of cyclists will set off at 10:00.

Riders should arrive at         a few minutes before their start time where they will 
wait for further instructions from a member of the Pan Celtic Race team.

Once the wave in front has set off, the next wave will then be instructed to 
move to point       .  

The Full Route cyclists will be set off first, followed by the Shorter Route cyclists. 

Everyone will have sent off by 11:00.

If a rider misses their allotted start time, they will be able to start at the back of 
their Route choice waves and we will keep track of their change of time.

START/FINISH TIMES

All wave start times will be logged, so if there are any discrepancies between 
actual start times and the listed times, your final finishing time will be as 
accurate as possible.

Sign-on and Bike Mechanic

Exit path from site for all cyclists

Junction of site entrance/exit.

Race Start location.
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RIDER NUMBERS & START TIMES: 04/07/21

FULL ROUTE

FULL WAVE 1
10:00 - 10:02
#023.  Chris Pitblado
#141. Jenny Graham
#003.  Aaron Hall
#004.  Gavin Pailing
#005.  Ross Lovell
#006.  Alasdair Matheson

FULL WAVE 2
10:02 - 10:04
#007.  Joseph Graystone
#009.  Paul Winder
#010.  Stephen Haines
#011.  Jonathan Riding
#013.  Neil Lauder

FULL WAVE 3
10:04 - 10:06
#015.  Jack Ferguson
#019.  Simon Sweeting
#020.  Tony Clare
#021.  Joe France
#022.  Robert Caine
#026.  Simon Bloye

FULL WAVE 4
10:06 - 10:08
#032.   David Holden
#033.   Jason Hayles
#035.   David Sherrington
#036.   Dominic Cordner
#037.   Peter Harlow
#038.   George Bennett

FULL WAVE 5
10:08 - 10:10
#045.   Laurie Collingwood
#053.  Christopher Davis
#054.  Stuart Blofeld
#055.  Ian Mitchell
#056. Oliver Rubinstein
#057.  Tony Trigg

FULL WAVE 6
10:10 - 10:12
#058.  Anthony Clark
#059.  Chris Jackson
#060.  John Baston
#061.  India Landy
#062.  Jonathan Stainsby
#064.  Ian Tosh

FULL WAVE 7
10:12 - 10:14
#067.  Simon Colton
#068.  Bryn Williams
#069.  Paul Buckley
#070.  Daniel Loftus
#071.  Matthew Ringrow

FULL WAVE 8
10:14 - 10:16
#072.  Neil Vose
#073.  William Smith
#074.  Abi Squires
#076.  Richard Parry
#077.  James Houston
#078.  Mike Sheldrake
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} Pair

} Pair

} Pair

RIDER NUMBERS & START TIMES: 04/07/21

FULL ROUTE

FULL WAVE 9
10:16 - 10:18
#080.  Tomos Packer
#081.  Paddy Dunne
#082.  John Sherlock
#083.  Mark Jones
#088.  Taylor Doyle
#089.  Jack Howker

FULL WAVE 10
10:18 - 10:20
#094.  Peter Browne
#098.  Stuart Percival
#100. Alex Boswell
#101.  Callum Appleby
#104.  Vera Ngosi-Sambrook
#105.  Nathan Patel

FULL WAVE 11
10:20 - 10:22
#107.  Mark Donnelly Orr
#109.  Paul Wainright
#112.  Shawn Duffy
#115.  John Knapp
#116.  Steven Williams
#118.  Angus Young

FULL WAVE 12
10:22 - 10:24
#119.  Stuart Featherstone
#120.  Jake McCreedy-Evans
#122.  Ian Jones
#123.  Michael Jacklin
#125.  Gemma Dobson

FULL WAVE 13
10:24 - 10:26
#127.  Nick Barnard
#129.  Robert Chalmers
#131.  Robert Packham
#133.  Brendan Sweeney
#134.  Tom Hall
#135.  Sarah Burns

FULL WAVE 14
10:26 - 10:28
#095.  Andrew Watts
#136.  Jason Black
#137.  William Robinson
#139.  Fergus Murray
#144.  Matthew Brokenshire

FULL WAVE 15
10:28 - 10:30
#002.  Lee Grieve
#049.  Elliot Morgan
#024.  Forbes Duncan
#025.  Alasdair Auchterlonie
#086.  Karen Brooks
#087.  Sarah Lewthwaite
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RIDER NUMBERS & START TIMES: 04/07/21

SHORTER ROUTE

SHORTER WAVE 1
10:40 - 10:42
#012.  Dan Jones
#014.  Duncan Borthwick
#018.  Matthew Cooper
#027.  Jonathan Gould
#028.  John Hull
#029.  Tom Boggis

SHORTER WAVE 2
10:42 - 10:44
#034.   Dan Conaway
#051.  Daniel Lane
#052. Robert Mercer
#063.  Kimberley Bartholomew
#066.  Barry Lloyd
#075.  Ian Coxon

SHORTER WAVE 3
10:44 - 1046
#079.  David Dudley
#084.  Matt Starling
#085.  Ian Trevis
#097.  Martin Whelan
#099.  Gaele Atkinson

SHORTER WAVE 4
10:46 - 10:48
#102.  Jason Jeffery
#103.  Jack Breen
#106.  Sandy Reid
#108.  Daniel Campbell
#113.  Oliver Trewavas
#114.  Karol Mamos

SHORTER WAVE 5
10:48 - 10:50
#117.  Michael Rollason
#121.  Oliver Rhodes
#124.  Andy Gwyer
#128.  Paul Jackman
#130.  Victoria Mayes
#132.  Thomas Guppy

SHORTER WAVE 6
10:50 - 10:52
#140.  Frank McMillan
#142.  Jack Tyler
#143.  Charles Thibault
#008.  Scott Barley
- Space for late cyclist
- Space for late cyclist
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RIDER NUMBERS & STARTING TIMES: 04/07/21

SHORTER ROUTE

SHORTER WAVE 7
10:52 - 10:54
#016.  Wyn Jones 
#017.  Neil Robinson 
#030.  Karl Bullock
#031.   Chris Chamberlain
#039.   Matt Kuwertz
#040.   Neil Couchman

SHORTER WAVE 8
10:54 - 10:56
#041.   Andrew Hodgkinson
#042.   Mick Tomkinson
#043.   Paul Greer
#044.   Matt Evans
#047.  Edward Anderson
#048. Thomas Potter

SHORTER WAVE 9
10:56 - 10:58
#090.  Aleks Turner
#091.  James Hardy
#092.  Donna Mitchell
#093.  Mary-Jane Watson
#110. Duncan Stewart-Ball
#111.  Sam Stewart-Ball

All rider numbers are 3 digits.

See #Hashtags section for using #ClanRider.
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RACE SAFETY BRIEFING: ONLINE

The Race Safety Briefing presentation will be available via our race website from 
Wednesday 30th June at the link below:

https://www.pancelticrace.com/2021-race-safety-briefing/

All cyclists are required to review the above Safety Briefing in order to take part 
in the race. After having watched the Safety Briefing, if you have any questions, 
please contact matt@pancelticrace.com

COVID-19 COMPLIANCE

As part of the medical form for this year’s race Sign-on, there is a section about 
Covid-19 to make sure all cyclists are fit and in good health. You will be required 
to complete this form in order to race.

Throughout the race all cyclists and Pan Celtic Race team will be required to 
adhere to the following measures:

• Maintain 2-metre social distancing where appriopriate

• Groups of up to 6 people can socialise 

• Hand wash frequently with soap

• Use hand sanitiser stations at Maker Heights, the Checkpoints and Finish

• Wear face masks when indoors, unless you have a medical exemption

https://www.pancelticrace.com/2021-race-safety-briefing/
mailto:matt%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
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RIDER INSURANCE 

All registered UK nationals are able to access health and emergency aid 
through NHS hospitals and Ambulance services. The NHS is the UK’s state 
health service which provides treatment for UK residents. You are entitled to 
free NHS treatment if you are lawfully entitled to be in the UK and usually live 
here. This is called being ‘ordinarily resident’.

Whilst it is not compulsory for riders to take out Medical Insurance, we would 
still strongly urge every rider to make sure that any cover they have is suitable 
for all eventualities. The NHS is currently still working within the Covid-19 
situation, so could well be faced with high demand at short notice. There is also 
the very real possibility of being involved in an accident with a third party, who 
themselves do not have any insurance in place. Hit and run events are on the 
increase and the outcomes can be life changing.

THIRD PARTY COVER INSURANCE

We do however require every rider to have suitable Third Party cover in place. 
What this means in practice is if you were to have an accident which caused 
harm, damage or serious injury to another person, then your cover should 
protect you from any liability. This could include legal fees, fines, compensation 
and so on. 

On 3rd July all riders will be asked to sign confirming they have third party cover 
insurance.

NON-UK RIDERS

Any non-UK riders, who are not registered with the NHS will need to have full 
medical cover and third party insurance. If you are in any doubt, please seek 
expert advice and speak to an insurance specialist.

EXISTING INSURANCE SUITABILITY

Most of you likely already have some cycling related insurance. If you aren’t sure 
if you existing insurance is suitable for the Pan Celtic Race, please refer to your 
insurance provider for clarity or alternatively an expert in the field.

It is the responsibility of every rider to make sure the cover they have is 
suitable for an Ultra Endurance Cycling event.
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ON-SITE BIKE MECHANIC

There will be a 2 qualified Bike Mechanics from Cloud 9 Cycles at Maker 
Heights: 13:00 - 18:00 on Saturday 3rd July 2021, for any last-minute fixes, tweaks 
or fettles. The labour charges for the mechanics are free but any parts or bits 
will need to be paid for.

Saying that though, everyone should be arriving at Sign-on with their bikes in 
pristine mechanical order. DON’T leave it to the last minute. Get it booked in 
to your LBS before you depart for Cornwall. New tyres, spare tubes, new brake 
pads (if needed) and so on. It’s all part of your preparation.  

BIKE BOXES AND BAGS

For those cyclists that requested bike box and/or bag delivery from Maker 
Heights to Llandudno:

You will be issued with labels at Sign-on Saturday 3rd July. Please ensure your 
box/bag are clearly labelled with your details. 

Box/bag collection will be on Sunday 4th July between 08:00 - 09:30 in Maker 
Heights campsite Car Park (near reception). These will be securely stored and 
available for collection from Monday 5th July onwards at the finish in Llandudno 
between 08:00 - 22:00 daily. See Race Finish for address details.

Cyclists who have booked a place to have their bags transported will have 
priority. We may not have capacity for additional luggage.

If you scratch from the race and don’t intend to visit Llandudno, please arrange 
for a courier service to collect and deliver your bike box/bag. See Race Finish for 
address details.
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TRACKING THE RACE

MAPROGRESS

We are using MAProgress to host our tracking service during the race. The 
website link for the race will be: 
https://pancelticrace2021.maprogress.com/

This will also be embedded on our race website, the dotwatcher website and 
shared on our social media channels.

SPOT TRACKERS

All cyclists and race vehicles will be issued SPOT trackers for the race. These 
are to be securely attached to the bike, ensuring it is not obscured which will 
affect the signal. Guidance is provided in the Safety Brief. The trackers will come 
with a brand-new set of AAA Energiser Lithium batteries, which should last the 
entirety of the ride. However, in the true sense of self-supported riding, it may 
prove useful having a spare set of lithium batteries. It is certainly a consideration 
that many experienced ultra-distance cyclists make.

The SPOT trackers rental, subscription and platform hosting costs are included 
in the race entry fees. However, all cyclists will be required to pay a £50 GBP 
cash deposit at Sign-on for each unit, as trackers can be lost or not returned at 
the end of the event. On returning the tracker at the finish or at a point when 
a cyclist retires from the event, the deposit will be returned. Think of it as being 
your drink money at the finish!

https://pancelticrace2021.maprogress.com/
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TRACKER GUIDANCE

Mounting device. Ensure the SPOT has the red label facing up with a clear view 
of the sky, this ensures the best satellite coverage. The ideal spot is up higher 
and/or away from you, it can be placed at the top of a bag (the right way up) 
and transmit through the fabric but it shouldn’t be under other equipment. The 
easiest and most secure method is threading zip ties through each end of the 
device to loops on your bag.

Turn on. Press and hold the Power button at the top left to turn on; lights will 
illuminate. THEN Start tracking.

Start tracking. Press and hold the Track (footprint) button until the light 
illuminates green. The device can be left on continuously, it is motion activated 
so will use very little battery when stopped.

Turn off. Press and hold the Power button until the Power light blinks rapidly.

OK button. Press the OK button at the end of the day to let contacts and 
viewers know you have stopped, to ensure the message gets through leave on 
under a clear sky for 20 minutes.

Help button. When you press the help button a message is sent to your 
contacts every 5-minutes until cancelled (press again). Use in non-life 
threatening situations.

SOS button. SPOT’s S.O.S. function should only be used for critical, life-
threatening situations. Pressing the S.O.S. button sends an alert directly to 
GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center (IERCC). GEOS 
notifies the appropriate emergency responders of your S.O.S. based on GPS 
location and personal information

Replacing batteries. Loosen the screws to open the back cover. Install 4 AAA 
Lithium batteries. Replace cover and tighten screws. Turn on and start tracking 
again.

Waterproof. The device is waterproof to a depth of 1 metre for 30 minutes.

SPOT-GEN3 User Guide: 
https://www.findmespot.com/SPOT/media/Downloads/SPOT-Gen3/SPOT-Gen3-
User-Guide.pdf

https://www.findmespot.com/SPOT/media/Downloads/SPOT-Gen3/SPOT-Gen3-User-Guide.pdf
https://www.findmespot.com/SPOT/media/Downloads/SPOT-Gen3/SPOT-Gen3-User-Guide.pdf
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YOUR OWN TRACKER
If you are using your own tracker in the race, please ensure it is in full working 
condition before arriving at Sign-on. Please email ‘PCR2021 Tracker’ to  
pete@pancelticrace.com with the following information by end 30/06/21:

For SPOT Trackers the ESN and the findmespot.com XML Feed ID:

https://app.maprogress.com/help/devices/spotxmlfeed

For inReach devices (all models including the Mini) the IMEI and MapShare page:

https://app.maprogress.com/help/devices/inreachmapshare

TRACKER INTERVALS
Set SPOT trackers to 5-minute. Set inReach trackers to 10-minute. 

DOTWATCHER COVERAGE AND BIKE FEATURE
Dotwatcher feed for the race: https://dotwatcher.cc/race/pan-celtic-race-2021

Bike showcase: https://dotwatcher.cc/feature/bikes-of-pan-celtic-race

Please email ‘PCR2021 Bike Feature’ to beccy@dotwatcher.cc with:

• Full name
• Age
• Rider Number
• Where you live (City, Country)
• Your bike (make, model, build kit, any custom components etc.)
• Your key items of kit and how it’s packed (clothing, sleeping, navigation)

mailto:pete@pancelticrace.com
https://app.maprogress.com/help/devices/spotxmlfeed
https://app.maprogress.com/help/devices/inreachmapshare
https://dotwatcher.cc/race/pan-celtic-race-2021
https://dotwatcher.cc/feature/bikes-of-pan-celtic-race
mailto:beccy@dotwatcher.cc
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PAN CELTIC RACE TEAM & MEDIA CREWS
The Pan Celtic Race team will be following the cyclists throughout the race, 
administering the checkpoints and generally ensuring things are running 
smoothly. We will be using 3 marked vehicles (including the Welsh Embassy!) 
Important and Emergency contact telephone numbers are displayed on the 
Brevet Card for cyclists to use during the race if you need to get in touch with us.

Alongside the race safety and logistics, there will be 2 media crews for the event:

•  The Pan Celtic Race team (2 photographers / 1 filmmaker) will photograph 
and film the race as a whole and produce short daily stories for online release 
during the race.

•  Global Cycling Network are making a documentary about the race. Their small 
team ( 2 vehicles / 2 filmmakers) will be capturing the history and ethos of our 
grassroots event, and the type of people it attracts - following the journeys of 
some of our riders.

Please be prepared to be photographed and filmed. This may involve being 
asked questions at Sign-on as well as during the race, maybe even when you’ve 
just woken up in a bus shelter at 4am! We will always use our discretion, as we 
are mindful that you will be focused on racing. Ensuring you have a memorable 
and safe experience is our top priority and the self-supported integrity and fair 
play of the race will be upheld by all media crew.

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS
Please share with family and friends so they can keep track of the race.

https://www.pancelticrace.com

https://pancelticrace2021.maprogress.com/

https://www.pancelticrace.com/entered-riders/

https://www.instagram.com/pancelticraceseries

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCCaiA87tHCZogFEGoDS-GQ

https://www.facebook.com/groups/pancelticrace

https://twitter.com/PanCelticRace

https://dotwatcher.cc/race/pan-celtic-race-2021

HASHTAGS (#)
#PanCelticRace #PanCelticRaceSeries #PanCelticRace2021

#PanCelticClan #ClanRider001 (change ‘001’ for your rider number)

#WeWhoTravelHaveStoriesToTell #AnTéABhíónnSiúlachBíonnScéalach

https://www.pancelticrace.com
https://pancelticrace2021.maprogress.com/
https://www.instagram.com/pancelticraceseries
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCCaiA87tHCZogFEGoDS-GQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/pancelticrace
https://twitter.com/PanCelticRace
https://dotwatcher.cc/race/pan-celtic-race-2021
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RIDER BREVET CARDS
You will all be issued a personalised Brevet Card at Sign-on. By now hopefully 
you’ve seen the 2021 Clan forming together on the race website, as it makes 
for quite the sight! Get your final race prep in by studying your closest rivals and 
also getting to know your extended Clan family!

https://www.pancelticrace.com/entered-riders/

These rider cards will appear as your profile on MAProgress, so all dotwatchers 
can click on your dot and see your card details.

The Brevet Cards will include essential contact information and you also get to 
have them Celtic-themed stamped at the checkpoints and finish!

https://www.pancelticrace.com/entered-riders/
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SCRATCHING (RETIRING FROM THE RACE)

If you feel like Scratching (retiring), for whatever reason, we advise you take a 
night to sleep on it, before making the decision. In the morning, if you decide 
you want to retire, please follow this proceedure.

• You MUST notify and receive confirmation from our race team. A phone 
number to call/txt will be provided on your Race Brevet Card at Sign-on.

• You MUST return the tracker to our race HQ: 
No.19 St David’s Road, Llandudno, North Wales, LL30 2UL

Take care in getting yourself back home, or to Llandudno for the party - where 
you’ll receive a drink and share stories of adventures.
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THE ROUTES

There are two routes in The Pan Celtic Race 2021; A Full route and Shorter 
route. Whichever route has been chosen by the entrant, they must follow this 
from the start, via the 2 Checkpoints and arrive at the Finish. 

However, in the circumstance of a cyclist finding a road closed for any reason, or 
any other unforeseen diversions, it is acceptable for them to seek an alternate way 
around the obstruction. A fair and common-sense approach is expected in these 
situations. Where these route diversions occur, it is incumbent on cyclists to gather 
evidence to later justify the course change. Usually, a photo will be sufficient.

OPEN TO CHANGE

An important point to make regarding the route; It is a dynamic environment,  
open to change and each person’s perspective is different. If at any time a cyclist 
feels uncomfortable on a certain section of road or unsafe due to traffic volumes, 
then stop riding and either find an alternative route or wait until the traffic eases. 
If the weather changes and visibility is poor, find shelter and sit it out. If you’re tired 
and finding it difficult to concentrate, then stop and rest up.

In situations such as these, safety should always be the overriding factor in 
planning a re-route. Take time to consider alternatives and bear in mind, the 
shortest distance isn’t always the safest. Going off-route means that the roads 
about to be travelled have not been assessed in advance by the Pan Celtic Race 
team. Proceed with caution.
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SEVERN BRIDGE

The foremost example of the route being open to change in this year’s race 
is the Severn Bridge, crossing from England into Wales. There are occasions 
where due to an accident or high winds, the bridge is temporarily closed. In 
situations such as these, the option to sit it out or navigate around the obstacle 
is left to the cyclist. They are best placed to assess and determine their own 
course of action.

We have received the following information from Highways England:

There will always be at least one cycle track across the M48 Severn Bridge 
available at all times, however due to safety reasons during some maintenance 
works one of the tracks may be closed during the works.

There is a planned weekend closure starting at 19:00 on the 9th July finishing at 
06:00 on the 12th July on the eastbound carriageway alongside the upstream 
cycle track which will also be closed. However the downstream cycle track 
alongside the westbound carriageway will be open.

There are signs stating that Passage Road just off the A403 Avonmouth Road is 
closed, this is for Environment Agency works further along Passage Road and is 
nothing to do with the Severn Bridge for cyclist access.

Any questions about the routes, please email matt@pancelticrace.com

mailto:matt%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
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THE ROUTE FILES

The Route files have now been updated and are available on the race website. 
These are TCX files containing the complete route data and cue sheets, and 
GPX files containing the complete route data.

FULL ROUTE FILES 
https://www.pancelticrace.com/route/

SHORTER ROUTE FILES 
https://www.pancelticrace.com/route/shorter-route/

It is recommended that all cyclists check on the website before the race starts 
to see that they have the latest files, which will feature any last-minute updates.

Other file types are available to download, which can be accessed by visiting 
our Profile page on the RideWithGPS website at the link below:

https://ridewithgps.com/users/1447391

If you have any problems with the files or questions, feel free to get in touch 
info@pancelticrace.com. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE ROUTE 
Due to the nature of ultra cycling routes, there is always the possibility of road 
closures during the race. Cyclists will have to make of a note/record of changes 
that require you to leave the route.  

https://www.pancelticrace.com/route/
https://www.pancelticrace.com/route/shorter-route/
https://ridewithgps.com/users/1447391/routes
mailto:info%40pancelticrace.com?subject=
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THE CHECKPOINTS

There are 2 checkpoints for the Pan Celtic Race 2021 so cyclists can get their 
Brevet Cards stamped, possibly take a shower and have some rest. All cyclists 
will be required to adhere to Checkpoint Covid-19 guidelines during their stay.

There will be limited sleeping accommodation available on a rotation. At peak 
times cyclists might need to wait outside the checkpoint for a bed space, 
therefore please prepare to be patient – eat and relax for a while. Cyclists will be 
required to use fresh bedding and to clear their bed space after use.

Tea/coffee will be available and a few snacks. Ultimately it’s best to come to the 
checkpoints with your own food and drink. 

CHECKPOINT 1 - YHA BOSCASTLE
Palace Stables Cornwall, Penally Hill, Boscastle, PL35 0HD

Tel. +44 (0) 345 371 9006

https://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/yha-boscastle

Active from Monday 5th July at 16:00 until Wednesday 7th July at 10:00. 
We will be on site to stamp Brevet Cards for any cyclist who arrives before 
16:00 on  Monday 5th July, as we’ll have one team vehicle keeping pace with 
the leaders.

All cyclists who go inside YHA Boscastle will be required to check-in/out.

If you arrive at the checkpoint after our race team have left, you will have to 
provide proof of visiting: Please take a photo at the checkpoint and send that to 
your route point of contact stated on your Brevet Card.

https://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/yha-boscastle
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CHECKPOINT 2 - CELTIC CAMPING CABIN
Pwll Caerog Farm, St Davids, Haverfordwest, SA62 6DG

Tel. +44 (0) 1348 837405

Email: celtic.camping@gmail.com 

https://www.celtic-camping.co.uk/

Active from Wednesday 7th July morning until Saturday 10th July evening.

All cyclists who go inside the Celtic Camping Cabin will be required to check-
in/out.

St Davids is just a few miles before the checkpoint, where food can be 
purchased in advance of arriving.

If you would rather do some tent camping, instead of staying in the cabin, the 
site has large camping fields with stunning views across the Pembrokeshire 
coastline. Please contact Celtic Camping directly to book your camping option.

If you arrive at the checkpoint after our race team have left, you will have to 
provide proof of visiting: Please take a photo at the checkpoint and send that to 
your route point of contact stated on your Brevet Card.

mailto:celtic.camping@gmail.com
https://www.celtic-camping.co.uk/
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RACE FINISH: LLANDUDNO

Once cyclists have completed a full loop of the Great Orme in Llandudno, the 
Finish Line is outside:  
 
No.19 St David’s Road, Llandudno, North Wales, LL30 2UL.

Reaching here will bring the physical journey to a close. The race clock will be 
stopped. It is the close of this year’s Pan Celtic Race, perhaps your first or second 
of our adventurous Celtic Series! 

Due to the extended nature of these types of events, it’s not practical to have 
a finishing line in the traditional sense. Especially when there will be cyclists 
arriving 24 hours a day, for several days. Also, we must be mindful of the current 
Covid-19 guidelines.

Cyclists arriving at the finish during day/evening time, will be greeted outside 
by a team member with a celebratory drink in a garden area to rest for a few 
minutes and take in their accomplishment. We’ll make a note of the finish time, 
stamp your Brevet Card and you’ll return your SPOT tracker. You can then make 
your way to your accommodation; campsite, B&B, luxury SPA with jacuzzi...

Cyclists arriving during the night will be required to make a note of their finish 
time (photo at finish). A drink will be waiting for you, as will a marked out space 
in a garden area, to set up your tent/bivvy (if needed) to rest for a few hours 
before making your way to your accommodation.

Please note: Bikes cannot be stored at the finish. Please ensure you have a 
secure place to store your bike at your accommodation. 
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THE PARTY & PRESENTATION: 13/07/21
Due to the on-going Covid-19 situation, we need to be flexible with the party 
plans. Our highest priority is the safety and wellbeing of all our cyclists, our 
organising team and the general public.

PLAN A
A Covid-19 compliant, socially distanced evening of hospitality, in the outside 
areas at Bodafon Farm Park. This would include food and drink, held in a 
relaxed but organised and controlled manner, taking all necessary measures to 
mitigate risk and ensure a safe and legitimate event. 

The function is planned to run from 18:00 to 00:00 approx. Awards will be 
presented and stories of glorious deeds shared!
 
Bodafon Farm Park 
Bodafon Road, The Promenade, Llandudno, LL30 1BW, North Wales, UK

PLAN B
If we have to cancel Plan A, we’d still like to celebrate your achievements, so 
we’ll have an informal evening out in Llandudno, where we can meet up in 
small, socially distanced groups throughout the night. We will buy every Pan 
Celtic Race cyclist at least one congratulatory drink!

The awards presentation will be made online after the event and we’ll send 
prizes out to cyclists individually. 

We’ll notifiy all cyclists via email of the final plans for the party during the race.
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THE ENVIRONMENT AND ELEMENTS

The UK has changeable weather. It can go from glorious, warm conditions one 
moment to wet and wild the next. Please ensure you are prepared and have 
adequate clothing. What works best for you is something only you can answer. 
On the following page we’ve listed some basic essentials. 

Consider what you might need if you don’t reach the accommodation you had 
planned. What are your back up plans? Bivvy bag, foil blanket, thermal long-
sleeved base layer, etc?  A hat at night can really make a difference!
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For Riding
• Serviced bike
• Helmet with proper fitting strap
• Cycling shoes
• Cycling clothing  
 (shorts, jersey, socks)
• High-vis gilet or jacket
• Waterproof jacket
• Chamois cream
• Sunglasses
• Sun cream (yes, even in the UK)
• Working front and rear lights
• Dynamo recommended
• Backup rear light  
 (battery powered)
• GPS computer and/or map
• Powerbank, cables and plugs
• Bike pump
• Tyre levers
• Spare inner tubes
• Puncture repair kit
• Tools and bike cleaning kit
• Spare chain or links
• Spare rear derailleur hanger
• Spare brake cable(s)
• Elastic bands / electric tape
• Bike bags with waterproof  
 lining / inner

For Resting
• Casual clothes: Shorts/trousers 
 T-shirt, jumper/base-layer 
 Beenie hat, socks, shoes/sandals
• Foil blanket
• Tent, bivvy, sleeping bag
• Cooking equipment
• Wash bag and small towel

At all times
• Food; Always have something  
 with you to keep you going,  
 or if you need to stop
• Drinking bottles; water, juice,  
 energy drinks. Keep hydrated!
• Brevet Card and emergency  
 contact information
• Insurance information
• Credit /debit card. International  
 users – advise your bank before  
 you travel
• Currency; British Pounds
• Mobile phone and charger:  
 International users – check your  
 usage policy
• Passport (or if UK citizen, at least  
 UK Drivers licence)
• PPE (Covid-19)
• Mosquito repellent 

KIT ESSENTIALS AND DESIRABLES
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POWER AND CHARGING

Powerbanks are great for keeping your GPS, Phone and lights running if 
you don’t have access to plug into the mains for a couple of days. Some 
recommendations:

• Anker PowerCore 20100
• Mixx Charge 15000

Having a good battery powered rear light (you’ll need 2 for safety and back up) 
will reduce dependence on recharging.

Charging can often be done at cafes, hostels, B&B’s etc. A plug with double USB 
outlet saves space and time.

International cyclists: Please note you will need a UK plug adapter, so please 
buy one before arriving in the UK.
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THE RULES

The following set of Rules and Guidance have been developed to ensure fair 
and consistent approach to the event and to focus entrants’ attentions on key 
aspects relating to Safety. If we were only riding during the day, on completely 
car and pedestrian free roads, with perfectly maintained bikes and airbags to 
soften any falls, we would need half of the rules below. Unfortunately, though, 
we share often poorly maintained roads, in the dark, with ever increasing 
numbers of cars. It is a dynamic and potentially hazardous environment in 
which we enjoy the pleasure of riding bikes.

The Pan Celtic Race is ultimately a long bike ride. It is meant to be fun. Some 
people will race from start to finish and others won’t, but we have to cater for 
all types of cyclists. Some will be more experienced than others, some may 
have better clothing, or navigation skills or good road craft. However, we can’t 
look more leniently on one person over another. Therefore, whatever your 
background or belief in certain aspects of cycling (some people don’t like 
helmets, some think high visibility clothing doesn’t make car drivers drive safer), 
the following set of rules MUST be followed by all cyclists. We’re not being 
overzealous or finickity, we just want to promote good and safe practices.
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1. Have fun 
Enjoy your time riding your bike and remember it beats sitting at your desk in 
the office. No matter how difficult things might get at times, you’ll look back 
with fondness at those memories. You’ve saved up, trained for months and 
taken annual leave to be at the start line. Make the most of it! 

 2. Be safe. Be seen
We want you to be visible to other road users at all times, in all conditions.  
Think “lit up like a Christmas tree” and “Sticking out like a sore thumb”! Rear 
lights are be used and functioning throughout the entire race, day and night.  
Front lights are to be used at dusk, night and at any other time that the 
cyclist deems it necessary. High visibility clothing is mandatory at night and 
recommended during the day.   

3. Rest and breaks  
You’ve seen it on countless motorway signs – “TIREDNESS KILLS”. It’s the same 
with riding a bike. Reaction times slow, concentration drops and your level of 
self-awareness diminishes. Every cyclist is responsible for ensuring they have 
adequate rest periods. A minimum of 4 hours sleep is a good starting point, 
along with regular breaks to stretch, re-gain focus and grab a coffee. Important 
Note to Self (YOU) – Essentially this is a big bike ride. Nothing more, nothing less 
and is certainly not the be all and end all.   

4. Start and Finish 
Simple one this. Follow the designated route from the start to the finish. Due to 
the nature of ultra cycling routes, there is always the possibility of road closures 
during the race. Cyclists will have to make of a note/record of changes that 
require you to leave the route.   

5. Legs, Hands and Gravity 
These are the only methods of propulsion/power sources recognised by the Pan 
Celtic Race team in enabling forward movement on a bike. 

6. Helmets ON! 
Unfortunately, the Pan Celtic Race will not be accepting top hats, bowlers, deer 
stalkers, bear skins, stove pipes, fedoras or sombreros as appropriate level of 
head protection during the ride (though the person who wears any of the listed 
hats at the party will get a free pint courtesy of the Pan Celtic Race team!). 

7. Air Resistance and Wind 
May the winds be at your back but when they’re not and your battling into a 
headwind, do not be tempted to shelter behind another cyclist or vehicle. We’re 
self-supported here, so NO DRAFTING! Unless, you are riding as a designated 
PAIR. These guys can draft all day, or not draft and just chill. They’ve got it made.   
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8. Checkpoints 
Located in Boscastle, Cornwall and Celtic Camping, Wales. Here, you’ll be 
able to take some rest along with shelter, warmth, and hot drinks!  Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of Needs manifest!  Oh, and you can get your Brevet Card stamped. 

9. Insurance
It is an unavoidable factor of the modern world. Appropriate level of cyclist 
insurance is mandatory and without you having it, we wouldn’t be able to run 
the race. It is peace of mind for your loved ones. 

10. Common Sense
If you are reading this, chances are you’re a cyclist of some skill, knowledge and 
experience. You have been riding bicycles for some time and have a good grasp 
of the rules of the highway. You observe local guidance and laws, are polite and 
friendly to other users and always stop to let elderly people cross the road. The 
Pan Celtic Race requires all cyclists, without exception, to demonstrate these 
skills at all times.   

11. Self-Supported Means Self-Supported 
The Pan Celtic Race is a test of skill, knowledge, self-reliance and in some 
respects survival. It is not meant to be easy or comfortable and so however 
tempting it maybe to have mum and dad follow you with food in their 
motorhome, or calling by friends’ houses for food and bed, DON’T DO IT!  
Acquiring any food, drink or shelter must be universally accessible to all.

Finally,…Don’t drop litter. In fact, be a Litter Champion and aim to pick up at 
least 2 pieces a day!


